
JOE BLOGGS 4...

 

5 weeks down, 3 to go in my first stint here in sunny but FREEZING Madrid. Its chozzen out 
here! I had packed my Lylo and Speedos...mucho mistake-eo!!! I'm getting into a routine and I 
am more settled, so its all gravy!!!

 

My teams are ok, older ones beat San Augustine at there gaff this weekend, which is 
based about 100 metres from Real Madrid's Santiago Bernabeu. Good game, but, man....its 
rough out here in Spain. Players get battered all over in games, but its normal, lots of contact is 
allowed, I'm still getting used to that as a coach. I will have to adjust some of the exercises I 
have learned. You cant even make eye contact in the UK without it being a foul!!! They are 
working hard in training and are tougher since I arrived, and it is showing in games, they play 
quicker, are more aggressive, taking a hit and still finishing...happy as larry, the "upping the 
tempo goal" is coming together!!!

 

U10s are doing fine too, I enjoy working with them, everyday is a surprise. Last week they had a 
finishing exam, where they had to pair up and teach each other a different lay-up and they would 
be tested at the end of the week. The star man, was teaching his partner to dribble to the 
bucket, pick up the ball, in his 1st step...cup it between his right hand and wrist, fake a behind 
the back pass, look to the side to add to the fake, 2nd step bring the ball back around to the 
front, and finish with a finger roll....yep, U10s!!! It was perfect too, all at game speed....I 
thought, "I gotta write this move down!!!!" 

 

As much as I write every exercise I see, I also write down all the technical skills too. Finishing 
moves, passes, dribble moves,Triple Threat moves etc. They are in the mind set that everyone is 
a Point Guard/Shooting Guard until 15. I love to see them teach technical skills and the 
philosophies behind them, and its always so obvious why they do them. For example, behind the 
back passes, no look passes, lay ups where you finish right hand and jump off the right leg are 
all just basics, in everyday sessions. Things that when I first came here in 2007, I saw as flashy 
or unnecessary, I was watching being taught in sessions. Its a case of, the more 
moves/passes/finishes you have, the more of a threat you are, and all these things are taught at 
12,13 and refined over the years!!! The games are better because of this too, its not like 
Streetball or Globetrotter stuff. Its rare you see anything out of this world, games are straight 
forward, its all about when to apply the correct skill. 

 

Did the player make a good decision, did he apply the right skill??? Whether the player was 
successful or not, was it the right decision!!! I have said that results don't matter much here, so 
the kids here are free to try out their flashy passes, dribble moves and finishes they like!!! My 
first time here, I saw a pass thrown to a cutter in a game, bowled along the floor bouncing twice 



and coach was clapping, bad technique yes, but...correct pass to make, to the right person at the 
right time!!! 

 

I tried coaching like this in the UK over the last 2 years, some ups and downs, but I feel I'm 
going in the right direction!!! I'm on one of those "many roads to jerusalem" ......or maybe I'm 
young and deluded!!!

 

My kids cant play....but man, they can make behind the back passes like nobodies business!!!!

 

Adios!!!

 

Joe Riley
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